ATN’s Live Grow Connect program (soft skills development for persons with disabilities,
including developmental disabilities and those on the autism spectrum) seeks input and
feedback.
Discussion host:
Vito Mendonca (v.mendonca@atn.ca)
Manager of Community Partnerships, ATN Access for Persons with Disabilities Inc.
ATN soft skills program
ATN, assistive technology Services
Build your soft skills
Be able to connect with the community
Help build up confidence, and increase the capacity to build relationships.
Provides supporting training environment to be have experience
We are trying to find a place to support. There are 20 people. We have educational goals, have high
need of volunteer activity.
Help people increase their sense of belonging, and build their self confidence. Free chromebook training
to help find jobs, and skills
The chrome book are better funded for the Ontario, and focused on the disabilities. And build for
capacity.
Provide help to the disabilities and help them find their barriers. Sometimes you cannot get a free mind
and ATN is here to achieve success.
Help remove barriers to success. Help identify the strengths, and access needed accommodations to
maximize success
We are both to make benefits from our client side and our own side.
With over 30 years of experience, ATN helped improve soft skills for people with disabilities to remove
barriers to success
A square of buttons. The majority of people come to us. They are blind as they born. You will need to
use a keyboard to control the computer
We use to have our details. And do placement for groceries. Being engaged for the community. From a
funding perspective,
ATN helps articulate a sense of belonging, so that people can better connect with their community, and
build their self confidence
It’s a six week program. We decide to remodel it and our hope is where can we get the maximum
interest.
Forming relationships and each of our own facilitators are to help to build up our goals.
We are offering a free program but we are looking for the funds and that is the most part for us.
Stretch our capacity. The more we built and the more effort we made, we need to gather more funds.
Better to talk to the person face to face. Hard to raise fund online.
We make sure that people with health related disabilities have access to all the accommodations and
services to reduce barriers
The lack of accomodations has caused the people with disabilities to be cornered, and not to maximize
their capacity, and reach their goals.

No1. funding Exports fundings. DSO developmental social Ontario.
Potential employment aspect.
12 weeks program focused on improving the soft skills of the local community
Extend the program form six weeks to twelve weeks. Three sessions per week
We need to know the time frame. And next round to participate.
With a variety of experienced instructors, ATN makes sure participants focus and improve their soft skills
Many people suffer from loneliness and lack advocacy. Soft skills such as communication can lead to
mental illnesses such as depression
Connect with Fanshawe and Brescia to the some volunteer activity.
Lack of programs for improving soft skills , is a real issue around london. It has acted as a barrier to
success for people with disabilitie
Pay for the activity but not a lot, only 4-5 cad. And volunteer are delighted to attend, because we find the
value inside the program
The lack of fundings has caused extreme cuts of social skills programs, and has left the population
vulnerable to mental diseases
Provide some people who have this kind of experience. To learn more experience
The insurance company have some credit extra money at Christmas. You can propose for that.
Be able to support people and build skills as well as self confidence. Without help, its hard to cope with
disabilities

